
Lead Member for Finance and Support Services 
Briefing 
Dear Member,
You are invited to attend the meeting of the Lead Member for Finance and Support 
Services Briefing to be held as follows for the transaction of the business indicated.
Miranda Carruthers-Watt 
Proper Officer

DATE: Monday, 6 January 2020

TIME: 1.00 pm

VENUE: The Boardroom, Salford Civic Centre, Chorley Road, Swinton

In accordance with ‘The Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 
2014,’ the press and public have the right to film, video, photograph or record 
this meeting. 

AGENDA

1  Apologies for absence. 

2  Declarations of interest. 

3  Decision Items (Part 1 - Open to the Public): 

3a Precept Payments 2020/21. (Pages 1 - 4)

3b Council Tax - Calculation of Tax Base for Tax Setting Purposes 
2020/21. 

(Pages 5 - 12)

3c Council Tax - Collection Fund Estimated Fund Balance Calculation 31 
March 2020. 

(Pages 13 - 18)

3d Business Rates - Collection Fund Estimated Fund Balance 
Calculation 31 March 2020. 

(Pages 19 - 24)

3e Sundry Debtor Write-Offs Quarter 3. (Pages 25 - 28)

4  Exclusion of the Public. 

5  Decision Items (Part 2 - Closed to the Public): No Items. 

6  Any other business. 

Contact Officer: Tel No: 0161 793 2602
Claire Edwards E-Mail: claire.edwards@salford.gov.uk
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PART 1
(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

TO:       LEAD MEMBER FOR FINANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES  
             MONDAY 6, JANUARY 2020

TITLE:  PRECEPT PAYMENTS 2020/2021

RECOMMENDATIONS:

It is recommended that the payment of precepts in 2020/2021 should be made in twelve 
equal instalments on the 20th of each month (or on the first working day thereafter if the 
20th falls on a weekend or on a bank holiday). 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Council is required to agree with precepting authorities a schedule of instalments 
each year for payments from the Collection Fund to those authorities.

The report proposes that payments in 2020/2021 should follow the same arrangements 
as those which have been in operation for the last few years.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

Local Authority (Funds) (England) Regulations 1992
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REPORT DETAIL

1. Purpose of the report

To propose a schedule of instalments for payments from the Collection 
Fund to precepting authorities in 2020/2021, under Regulations 4 and 
5 of the Local Authority (Funds) (England) Regulations 1992.

2. Background

The Council is defined as a “billing authority”. It is required to maintain 
a Collection Fund into which the receipts are paid from Council Tax 
and Non-Domestic Rates. In turn payments are made from the 
Collection Fund to:
 the Council
 the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) in relation to 

their police responsibilities.
 the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) in relation to 

their fire and rescue and other general mayoral functions

The Council and GMCA (in relation to their police, fire and rescue and 
general mayoral functions) are defined as “principal authorities”. The 
Council (in its capacity as a billing authority) is required to propose a 
schedule of instalments for payments from the Collection Fund for 
agreement by the principal authorities.  

The Council as billing authority is then required to determine and 
confirm the agreed schedule by 31 January each year (but no sooner 
than 21 days after first proposing the schedule).

For the 2019/20 financial year, payments were scheduled to be made 
in 12 equal instalments on the 20th of each month (or the first day 
thereafter if the 20th fell on a weekend or on a bank holiday). These 
arrangements are common throughout the Greater Manchester 
authorities and it is recommended that the same arrangements should 
apply in 2020/21. The proposed schedule is set out in the appendix.  

If the recommendation is agreed, the other principal authority may be 
notified immediately of the proposed schedule. Any views expressed 
by the other principal authority will then be reported back to the Lead 
member for Finance and Support Services, although it is anticipated 
that the proposal should be perfectly satisfactory.  

After the statutory 21 days have passed, the other principal authority 
may be notified of the confirmed schedule by 31 January.
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3. Recommendations

It is recommended that:
 the Council proposes, as the billing authority, a schedule in which 

payment of precepts to principal authorities in 2020/2021 should 
be made in twelve equal instalments on the 20th of each month (or 
on the first working day thereafter if the 20th falls on a weekend or 
on a bank holiday). 

 the Council, as one of the principal authorities, agrees that the 
proposal is satisfactory.

It is further recommended that:
 consent is given for the Chief Finance Officer to write to the other 

principal authority immediately to make this proposal 
 subject to consideration by the Lead Member for Finance and 

Support Services of any comments received back from the other 
principal authority, consent is given for the Chief Finance Officer 
to write to the other principal authority by 31 January 2020 to 
confirm that Council has determined that the proposed dates are 
to be applied.

Joanne Hardman
Chief Finance Officer

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Revenue budget; compliance with statutory responsibilities.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low

SOURCES OF FUNDING: Revenue resources 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Melinda Edwards, Principal Lawyer

Regulation 4 (1) of the Local Authorities (Funds) (England) Regulations 1992 ("the 1992 
Regulations") requires billing authorities to determine a schedule of instalments in 
relation to each financial year beginning in or after 1993. In that regard, a billing 
authority must determine this schedule of instalments before 31st January in the 
financial year preceding that to which the schedule will relate. Regulation 5 of the 1992 
Regulations states that a billing authority shall, before 31st December in the financial 
year preceding that to which the schedule of instalments will relate, inform each relevant 
precepting authority of the schedule of instalments which it proposes to determine under 
regulation 4. A billing authority shall, on or before 31st January in the financial year 
preceding that to which the schedule of instalments will relate, inform each relevant 
precepting authority of the schedule of instalments which it has determined under 
regulation 4. A billing authority shall not determine a schedule of instalments under 
regulation 4 within 21 days of informing each relevant precepting authority under 
paragraph 5(1) of the schedule of instalments which it proposes to determine.

CONTACT OFFICER: David Eden Tel. no. 793 3228, e-mail david.eden@salford.gov.uk

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S):   None specifically
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Appendix

Schedule of precept payment dates 2020/2021

Monday 20 April 2020
Wednesday 20 May 2020
Monday 22 June 2020
Monday 20 July 2020
Thursday 20 August 2020
Monday 21 September 2020
Tuesday 20 October 2020
Friday 20 November 2020
Monday 21 December 2020
Wednesday 20 January 2021
Monday 22 February 2021
Monday 22 March 2021
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PART 1
(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

To:         LEAD MEMBER FOR FINANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES
       MONDAY, 6 JANUARY 2020

TITLE:   COUNCIL TAX – CALCULATION OF TAX BASE FOR TAX SETTING 
PURPOSES 2020/21

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That the contents of this report for the calculation of the council’s tax base for the 
financial year 2020/21 be noted.

2. That the Lead Member approves that, in accordance with the Local Authorities 
(Calculation of Council Tax Base) (England) Regulations 2012, the amount 
calculated by Salford City Council as its council tax base for the financial year 
2020/21 shall be 69,945.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

To inform the Lead Member of the calculation of the council tax base for 2020/21 and to 
seek its approval. This "base" figure, expressed as the number of band D equivalent 
properties in the city, is, for council tax purposes, a fundamental element in the tax-
setting process.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

Local Government Finance Act 1992

The Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) (England) Regulations 2012

LGA Finance circulars.

Various Working Papers in the Finance Division of Service Reform.

KEY DECISION: Yes

DETAILS:

See overleaf
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REPORT DETAIL

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Each local authority is required to calculate its “council tax base” and to notify it to 
each major precepting authority by 31st January. The figure is a calculation of the 
number of band D equivalent properties in the city.

1.2 The rules for calculating the “council tax base” are covered by SI 2012 Number 
2914 (The Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax Base) (England) 
Regulations 2012.

1.3 Section 67(2A)(za) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 specifically 
exempts the calculation of the council tax base from requiring approval from a full 
council meeting. It is now for each local authority to make its own arrangements 
for adopting the council tax base. The City Mayor has delegated this 
responsibility to the Chief Finance Officer in consultation with the Lead Member 
for Finance and Support Services.

1.4 The specified period during which local authorities must consider and approve 
the council tax base is 1st December to 31st January.

2. THE COUNCIL TAX BASE 2020/21

2.1 Appendix 1, attached sets out the details of the calculation of the council tax base 
for 2020/21.

2.2 The council tax base must be expressed as the number of band D equivalent 
households and for Salford in 2020/21 this is estimated to be 69,945.

2.3 This represents an increase of 1,532 dwellings from the council tax base for 
2019/20. This reflects the impact of new dwellings and a review of the number of 
exempt dwellings.  

2.4 The figures also take into consideration the Council Tax Reduction scheme 
review that is currently taking place for 2020/21. 

3. ASSUMPTIONS

The estimated council tax base contains the following assumptions:-

 The number of dwellings qualifying for disabled person relief will be 551 (542 
in 2019/20).

 There will be 6 (155 in 2019/20) full-year equivalent properties to be removed 
from the banding list (a list of all properties in the area) during the year.

 The estimated number of fully exempt dwellings will be 3,605 (3,087 in 
2019/20). 

 The estimated number of single person discounts is 46,696 (43,905 in 
2019/20). This takes account of the numbers currently included in the council 
tax system and reflects the likely impact of the substantial increase in new 
properties. 
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 Government legislation has amended the long term empty homes premium 
scheme for 2020/21. In 2019/20 all 145 properties within the scope of the 
scheme were charged a 100% premium. From 2020/21 onwards properties 
that have been empty for more than 5 years will be charged a 200% premium 
with those below 5 years remaining at a 100% premium. In 2020/21 it is 
estimated that the 100% premium will apply to 131 properties and that the 
200% premium will apply to 81 properties. 

 The council tax reduction scheme is estimated to be the equivalent of 17,721 
dwellings (18,242 in 2019/20) across each band and equivalent to 12,447 
band D properties (12,806 in 2019/20).

 The estimated number of new dwellings is 2,566 (3,727 in 2019/20). This is a 
large increase but it is based on the projected growth in new properties as 
notified by the Place directorate’s investment team.

4. COLLECTION RATE

4.1 The collection rate target for 2019/20 was set at 96.5% which was an increase 
from 96.0% set in recent years prior to this. The estimated rate for 2019/20 is 
believed to be reasonable and therefore a rate of 96.5% is proposed to be set for 
2020/21. 

5. ANALYSIS OF DETAILS SINCE 2011/12

5.1 Appendix 2, attached, sets out details of calculations made for each year since 
2011/12.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 That the contents of this report for the calculation of the council’s tax base for the 
financial year 2020/21 be noted.

6.2 That the Lead Member approves that, in accordance with the Local Authorities 
(Calculation of Council Tax Base) (England) Regulations 2012, the amount 
calculated by Salford City Council as its council tax base for the financial year 
2020/21 shall be 69,945.     

JOANNE HARDMAN 
CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

___________________________________________________________________

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:

Budget Strategy
______________________________________________________________________
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ASSESSMENT OF RISK:

The Tax Base figure is fundamental to the setting of the council tax levy and hence to the 
whole budget process. Miscalculation of the figure would have serious effects and 
consequences, however, the exercise is regarded as low risk because:- 

 the starting figures are provided by the Valuation Office and a year on year 
comparison of figures is undertaken by the MHCLG and attention drawn to possible 
anomalies (if any);

 the method of calculation is well established and familiar and figures are checked 
for "reasonableness" and their fit with expectations.

An element of judgement needs to be made on future anticipated dwelling changes, but 
these are based on research and information from other council sources.
_________________________________________________________________________

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Melinda Edwards, Principal Lawyer

The Local Authorities (Calculation of Council Tax base) (England) Regulations 2012 set out 
the rules for calculation of the Council Tax base, which is an amount required to be used in 
the calculation of Council Tax by billing authorities and major precepting authorities and in 
the calculation of the amount of a precept payable by each billing authority to a major 
precepting authority. Under the rules, the council tax base is, in essence, the number of 
dwellings in an area belonging to each valuation band, modified to take account of the 
proportion applying to dwellings in each band, discounts, reductions under a Council Tax 
reductions scheme and the proportion of the Council Tax for the year which the billing 
authority expects to be able to collect.         

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Chris Hesketh – Head of Financial Management

The report has been drafted by the finance division and finance implications have been 
incorporated into the main body of the report.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: N/A

There are no procurement implications contained within this report

HR IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: N/A 

Not Applicable

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:

Not Applicable

CONTACT OFFICER:

David Eden – Tel No. 793 3228

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATES:

ALL WARDS
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COUNCIL TAX BASE 2020/21 

A A B C D E F G H TOTAL
(Subject to
disabled
reduction)

Number of dwellings on the Valuation List at 60,304 26,430 17,982 9,559 3,634 1,427 859 97 120,292
9th September 2019

Add

Number of dwellings not on the Valuation List in
the relevant band but which will become listed in
the relevant band during the year.

. Estimated number of new properties 597 1,252 488 229 0 0 0 0 2,566. Disabled reductions 160 131 111 58 43 15 22 11 0 551
160 61,032 27,793 18,528 9,831 3,649 1,449 870 97 123,409

Less

Number of dwellings on the Valuation List in the
relevant band which will not be listed in that band 
during the year.

. Disabled reductions -160 -131 -111 -58 -43 -15 -22 -11 -551. Demolitions and refurbishments -6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6

Less

-2,023 -610 -560 -291 -85 -19 -9 -8 -3,605

Number of chargeable dwellings (A) 160 58,843 27,052 17,857 9,482 3,521 1,415 839 78 119,247

Number of exempt dwellings at any time during the year 
included in the relevant band on the valuation List (excluding 
empty shown below)

P
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A A B C D E F G H TOTAL
(Subject to
disabled
reduction)

Number of chargeable dwellings (A) 160 58,843 27,052 17,857 9,482 3,521 1,415 839 78 119,247

. (b) 48 29,300 9,541 4,917 1,949 593 223 117 8 46,696

Appropriate percentage (c) -25% -25% -25% -25% -25% -25% -25% -25% -25%
Equivalent number of dwellings (b) x (c) -12 -7,325 -2,385 -1,229 -487 -148 -56 -29 -2 -11,673

. (d) 3 23 18 24 22 11 14 22 10 147
Appropriate percentage (e) -50% -50% -50% -50% -50% -50% -50% -50% -50%
Equivalent number of dwellings (d) x (e) -2 -12 -9 -12 -11 -6 -7 -11 -5 -75

. (f) 0 836 554 455 409 45 18 14 3 2,334
Appropriate percentage (50% for first 2 months) (g) -10% -10% -10% -10% -10% -10% -10% -10% -10%
Equivalent number of dwellings (f) x (g) 0 -84 -55 -46 -41 -5 -2 -1 0 -234

. 43 14,158 2,235 833 284 112 40 16 0 17,721
Equivalent number of dwellings -43 -14,158 -2,235 -833 -284 -112 -40 -16 0 -17,721

.
Empty for 2 - 5 years (h) 0 75 28 13 7 2 2 4 0 131
Appropriate percentage premium 100% (i) 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Equivalent number of dwellings (h) x (i) 0 75 28 13 7 2 2 4 0 131

Empty for 5 years or more (j) 0 50 16 5 6 1 0 1 2 81
Appropriate percentage premium 200% (k) 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200% 200%
Equivalent number of dwellings (j) x (k) 0 100 32 10 12 2 0 2 4 162

103 37,439 22,428 15,760 8,678 3,254 1,312 788 75 89,837

Proportion to Band D 5/9 6/9 7/9 8/9 1 11/9 13/9 15/9 18/9

Relevant amount for each band (L) 57 24,959 17,444 14,009 8,678 3,977 1,895 1,313 150 72,482

Estimated Collection Rate (M) 96.5%

ESTIMATED COUNCIL TAX BASE 2020/21 (L x M) 69,945

Empty and unfurnished homes

Long Term Empty (inc. in row (A) above)

Council tax reduction (CTR) scheme (inc. in row (A) above) 

Net number of chargeable dwellings

Less estimated number of properties subject to discounts 
and council tax reduction

Single person households including discount disregards all 
but one resident (inc.in row (A) ) 

Discount disregards - all residents (inc. in row (A) above)

Add estimated number of properties subject to premia

P
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APPENDIX 2

Return year 2020/21 2019/20 2018/19 2017/18 2016/17 2015/16 2014/15 2013/14 2012/13 2011/12

Dwellings on valuation list 120,292 117,009 115,365 113,646 113,059 111,778 110,665 110,250 109,424 109,125

Exemptions 3,605 3,087 2,677 3,102 3,075 4,513 4,311 2,239 3,771 4,485

Demolitions etc. 6 155 0 4 155 352 346 633 705 783

Disabled reductions 551 542 522 498 499 510 522 505 502 482

25% discounts (single 
person)

46,696 43,905 47,684 46,416 45,832 45,308 45,916 46,232 46,243 45,947

50% discounts 147 151 161 154 154 161 163 158 160 326

10% discounts 2,334 2,003 1,763 1,723 1,843 1,630 1,457 1,399 3,179 3,761

50% premium (pre 19/20) - - 304 283 332 359 523 553 0 0

100% premium (from 19/20) 131 145 - - - - - - - -

200% premium (from 20/21) 81 - - - - - - - - -

CTR scheme 17,721 18,242 17,847 18,317 19,017 19,937 22,283 23,243 0 0

Band D Equivalents 72,482 70,894 67,903 66,222 64,404 61,448 58,708 58,912 72,970 72,232

Assumed Collection Rate 96.5% 96.5% 96.0% 96.0% 96.0% 96.0% 96.0% 94.5% 97.0% 97.0%

Taxbase 69,945 68,413 65,187 63,573 61,828 58,990 56,360 55,672 70,781 70,065

P
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PART 1
(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

TO: LEAD MEMBER FOR FINANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES 
MONDAY, 6 JANUARY 2020

TITLE: COUNCIL TAX - COLLECTION FUND ESTIMATED FUND BALANCE 
CALCULATION 31 MARCH 2020.

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

That a £0.963m surplus be declared as the estimated Collection Fund balance as at 31st 
March 2020.   

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Collection Fund regulations require a local authority to estimate the balance on its 
Collection Fund as at 31st March each year by 15th January and to notify each precepting 
authority. Any such balance is to be distributed to/borne by the council and the Greater 
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA in relation to their police, fire and rescue and 
general mayoral functions) in proportion to the value of their respective demand and precept.

A surplus occurs on the collection fund when the collection performance is better than that 
budgeted for at the start of the year and/or if the council tax base increases by more than 
estimated at the start of the year.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

Various reports and papers including council tax system reports and the Local Authorities 
(Funds) (England) Regulations 1992. 

KEY DECISION: Yes

DETAILS:

See overleaf
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Introduction

1.1 This report gives details of the council tax collection performance and summarises 
the estimated impact on the balance of the Collection Fund as at 31st March 2020. 

2. Background

2.1 Each billing authority is required to maintain a separate Collection Fund, which shows 
its transactions in relation to non-domestic rates and council tax, and illustrates the 
way in which these have been distributed to preceptors and the General Fund.

2.2 Regulations require the council to make estimates in January each year of the deficit 
or surplus likely to arise at the end of the year in respect of council tax transactions 
by 15th January and to notify each precepting authority within seven working days 
after this. Any such balance is to be distributed to/borne by the council and the 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA in relation to their police, fire and 
rescue and general mayoral functions) in proportion to the value of their respective 
demand and precept.

2.3 This report gives details of the Collection Fund transactions in respect of council tax. 
The analysis is based on actual data up to and including 31 October 2019 projected 
to 31 March 2020. The projected outturn takes into account the net council tax yield 
in each collection year and the associated amounts paid to the council and to GMCA 
(in relation to their police, fire and rescue and general mayoral functions) as their 
estimated share under regulations. The net position produces a surplus or deficit on 
the Collection Fund in respect of council tax.

3. Outturn 2018/19

3.1 The 2018/19 Collection Fund accounts recorded a surplus of £1.662m on the fund as 
at 31 March 2019. This was based on an overall forecast collection rate of 96.52%. 
This compares to an estimated outturn position of £0.931m reported in the January 
2019 Council Tax fund estimate report.

4. Estimate 2019/20

4.1 Council Tax Reduction Scheme (CTR)

4.1.1 The introduction of the above scheme has had an adverse impact on collection rates, 
particularly since the level of the required minimum payments increased. The 
estimated collection for the 2019/20 tax year at 31/03/20 is in line with the general 
trend for year 1 collection since the introduction of CTR. This is shown in the attached 
table:
Tax year Collection 

rate year 
1

(including 
credits)

Collection 
rate year 

2
(including 
credits)

% %
2019/20 (CTR) 91.5 Projection based on collection to date
2018/19 (CTR) 92.2 95.6 Actual year 1, projection year 2
2017/18 (CTR) 91.5 94.2 Actual
2016/17 (CTR) 91.7 93.5 Actual
2015/16 (CTR) 92.1 93.7 Actual
2014/15 (CTR) 91.7 94.0 Actual
2013/14 (CTR) 92.4 94.4 Actual
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2012/13 92.5 95.2 Actual

4.1.2 It is still too early to form a definite conclusion as to the collection rate ultimately 
achievable for the years since 2013/14 when CTR was introduced, but indications 
suggest that it will be below that achieved before 2013/14. 

4.1.3 The overall number of customers subject to council tax reduction is reducing and 
therefore this increases the level of council tax payable to the Council. However, it is 
probable that some of the reduction in CTR numbers is due to the introduction of 
Universal Credit (UC). Under UC, claimants have to make a separate application to 
receive CTR but these are not always done. This means that the apparent reduction 
in the number of customers subject to CTR may be artificial and close monitoring of 
cases will be required. Work is currently being undertaken within the Council Tax 
team to review cases where there is a CTR entitlement that hasn’t been claimed to 
ensure that these households receive the support that they are eligible for.

4.2 Collection Rate

4.2.1 The revised required overall collection rate i.e. the estimated achievable collection 
rate for all outstanding council tax debt including prior years to support the 
declaration of a surplus position is 96.60%. This is slightly up on that reported at 
outturn (96.52%). The amounts applicable to each year are shown in the following 
table:

Financial year Collection 
rate at 

31/10/2019
(includes 
credits)

Required 
overall 

collection rate 
(break even)

Net arrears at 
31/10/2019

Net required 
collection of 
remaining 

arrears

% % £000 £000
1993/94 to 2013/14 96.70 96.73 10,720 394
2014/15 (CTR) 96.28 96.50 2,745 205
2015/16 (CTR) 95.75 96.20 3,476 436
2016/17 (CTR) 95.41 96.20 4,208 808
2017/18 (CTR) 94.90 96.20 5,216 1,434
2018/19 (CTR) 94.09 96.50 7,151 2,877
2019/20 (CTR) 60.88 96.50 51,014 46,493
Overall 93.84 96.60 84,530 52,647

The surplus position proposed in this report requires an overall collection rate of 
96.60%. Within this the required collection for the years prior to the introduction of 
CTR is 96.73% and for the CTR years ranges from 96.50% to 96.20% reflecting the 
changes in the scheme and the likely impact on collection rates.

4.2.2 The slight increase in this forecast achievable overall collection rate is possible 
because of both the prudent approach applied in the calculation of the 2019/20 
council tax base and improved working practices implemented within the council tax 
team.  

4.3 Changes in the amount collectable

4.3.1 You may recall from earlier reports that there is a trend of reductions to the gross 
debit for each year in the latter part of the year compared to the reported October 
position. This has been reviewed and factored into the projection based on historical 
trends.

5. Observations  
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5.1 The figures based on an analysis of what is deemed collectable support the 
declaration of a surplus position on the fund. This takes into account the impacts on 
collection of the CTR scheme. This together with a prudent collection rate applied to 
the 2020/21 council tax base calculation should ensure that the collection fund 
remains in at least a break even position moving forward. 

6. Recommendation

6.1 It is recommended that a £0.963m surplus be declared on the fund (Council tax) as at 
31st March 2020. This will be distributed in 2020/21 as follows:

Organisation £000
Salford City Council 820
GMCA (Police) 103
GMCA (Fire and rescue and 
general mayoral functions)

40

Total 963

 Joanne Hardman
Chief Finance Officer

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Budget Strategy

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low – the Collection Fund is closely monitored during the year 
and will be reviewed at outturn 2019/20. Any actual surplus or deficit at that stage will be 
factored in to future estimated balance calculations.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Melinda Edwards, Principal Lawyer

The Local Authorities (Funds) (England) Regulations 1992 make provision for the 
discharge by a billing authority of its liabilities to pay amounts in respect of precepts from its 
collection and general funds and to make transfers between those funds to meet its 
estimated expenses. Billing authorities are required by the regulations to estimate any 
surplus or deficit in January every year.   

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Chris Hesketh, Head of Financial Management

A surplus declaration on the fund balance means that contributions will be made to the 
council’s General Fund and to GMCA in relation to their police, fire and rescue and general 
mayoral responsibilities in 2020/21. 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: N/A

Not Applicable

HR IMPLICATIONS: N/A

Not Applicable

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: 

Not Applicable

CONTACT OFFICER: David Eden Tel. no. 793 3228 or e-mail david.eden@salford.gov.uk
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WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE (S): All
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PART 1
(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC)

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

TO: LEAD MEMBER FOR FINANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES 
MONDAY, 6 JANUARY 2020

TITLE: BUSINESS RATES - COLLECTION FUND ESTIMATED FUND BALANCE 
CALCULATION 31 MARCH 2020

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

That a £2.001m surplus be declared as the estimated Collection Fund balance as at 31st March 
2020 in respect of the business rates retention scheme.   

That delegated approval be granted to the Chief Finance Officer to approve the business rates 
estimate for 2020/21 and notify the respective amounts to be distributed to the council and the 
Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA)( in relation to its fire and rescue functions).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Non-Domestic Rating (Rates Retention) regulations 2013 provide for the operation of the 
rates retention system through the council’s Collection Fund. They require a local authority to 
estimate the balance on its Collection Fund for the scheme as at 31st March each year and to 
notify the government and each relevant precepting authority of the amounts that have been 
calculated by 31st January in the preceding year. As part of the 100% rates retention pilot any 
balance is to be distributed to/borne by the council and GMCA (fire element) in the following 
year based on the prescribed share for each.

A surplus occurs on the collection fund when the collection performance is better than that 
budgeted for at the start of the year and/or if the rateable value in the city increases by more 
than estimated at the start of the year.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

Various reports and papers including business rates system reports, the Non-Domestic Rating 
(Rates Retention) regulations 2013 and appeals information from the valuation office agency.  

KEY DECISION: Yes

DETAILS:

See overleaf
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Background

1.1 Each billing authority is required to maintain a separate Collection Fund, which shows its 
transactions in relation to non-domestic rates and council tax, and illustrates the way in 
which these have been distributed to preceptors, the government and the General Fund.

1.2 Regulations require the council to make estimates in January each year of the deficit or 
surplus likely to arise at the end of the year in respect of business rate transactions and 
to notify the government and the fire authority by 31st January. As part of the 100% rates 
retention pilot, any such balance is to be distributed to/borne by the council (99%) and 
GMCA (fire) (1%) in accordance with the business rates retention scheme (BRRS).

1.3 This report gives details of the Collection Fund transactions in respect of business rates 
in 2019/20. The analysis is based on actual data up to and including 31 October 2019 
projected to 31 March 2020. The projected outturn takes into account the net business 
rates yield in the year and the associated amounts paid to the fire authority and the 
council as their estimated share under the BRRS regulations. The net position produces 
a surplus or deficit on the Collection Fund in respect of business rates.  

2. Original estimate 2019/20

2.1 The council’s 2019/20 original estimate, as shown in the NNDR1 return to the 
government, forecast that the council’s net business rate yield would be £89.314m and 
that the council’s share of retained income under the 100% rates retention pilot would be 
£88.421m. 

2.2 The estimate was considered prudent but highlighted the significant concern both locally 
and nationally about the impact of the cost of appeals in the system. This is covered in 
more detail in section 3 of this report.

2.3 The estimate provided for growth increasing the total business rates income by £3.3m in 
2019/20. Although this was a large increase, it was considered to be a prudent estimate 
based on information from the council’s investment team which reflected the likely 
impacts of new assessments in the valuation process and the impacts of the council’s 
regeneration strategy.    

2.4 The assumed collection rate of 96.5% took into account the adverse impacts of the 
continued use of business rates avoidance tactics.   
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3. Estimated outturn 2019/20  

3.1 A summary of the estimated outturn position with comparisons to the initial estimate is 
shown in the table below:

Original 
estimate

Estimated 
outturn

Variance

£M £M £M
Gross rates payable (including growth) 124.568 125.000 0.432
Small business rate relief -8.349 -9.200 -0.851
Mandatory relief -8.922 -9.121 -0.199
Empty property relief -5.882 -6.100 -0.218
Discretionary relief -0.352 -0.471 -0.119
Other relief (including new retail discount) -2.285 -1.370 0.915
Estimated losses in collection -3.512 -4.000 -0.488
Costs of collection allowance -0.442 -0.442 0.000
Estimated cost of appeals -5.510 -4.250 1.260
2018/19 adjustment 0.000 1.269 1.269
Net rate yield excluding transitional arrangements 89.314 91.315 2.001

To be distributed as follows:
 Council share (99%) 88.421 90.402 1.981
 GMCA (fire and rescue functions) (1%) 0.893 0.913 0.020

Total 89.314 91.315 2.001

3.2 Key factors

The key factors taken into account in the outturn assumptions above are described 
below:

 The rateable value for the city has increased by 0.4% from £244.783m (Apr 2019) to 
£245.782m (Nov 2019). This reflects that there is considerable growth in the area 
that more than outweighs any reductions. Gross rates payable have also 
increased as a result of properties being brought onto the valuation list that 
include chargeable amounts for prior years. 

 The cost of small business rate relief has increased again this year in part due to 
many of the cases involving elements of backdating relief to prior years. The council 
receives a proportion (slightly over 2/3rds) of the cost of this relief back as grant 
from the government and therefore the actual effect of the increase in relief on the 
council’s general fund will be lessened. 

 A new retail discount scheme was introduced by the government for 2019/20 that is 
included within the ‘Other relief’ line. This discount is fully funded by government 
through a grant. Based upon eligibility, the actual value of discount awarded in 
2019/20 to date is around £0.9m less than the original estimate. Although this is 
beneficial to the overall position of the business rates fund, it does not represent a 
benefit to the council as the compensating grant received from the government is 
matched to the actual cost incurred. 

 Several outstanding appeals with large rateable values have either been dismissed 
or settled favourably this year for a lower cost than had been provided for them. This 
has resulted in a reduced contribution being needed to top the provision for 
estimated appeal costs back up to the required level for appeals still outstanding.

 The 2018/19 adjustment relates to the difference between the estimated and actual 
outturns for 2018/19. The main reason for the positive difference was an increase in 
gross rates payable of an additional £1m to that which had been estimated.  Page 21
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 Collection rates have been reviewed and this suggests that an overall collection rate 
of 96.5% is achievable for the years since the introduction of BRRS commencing 
2013/14. This is despite the continued use of business rates avoidance tactics.

The estimated net yield is £91.3m.

3.3 Appeals

3.3.1 The VOA continues to provide detailed historical information on appeals from the 
inception of the 2005 rating list to the end of the subsequent 2010 list. Based on 
historical data it is anticipated that a provision for losses of around £3.1m will need to be 
included in the 2019/20 accounts. 

3.3.2 The Government introduced the Check, Challenge, Appeal system on 1st April 2017 with 
the intention of streamlining the appeals process and reducing the number of speculative 
claims that reach the appeal stage. This system is only for appeals received from 1st 
April 2017 against the 2017 valuation list and does not affect those outstanding against 
the 2010 valuation list. Information from this new system has been limited to date and 
therefore it is difficult to gauge the likely number and value of appeals for the 2017/18, 
2018/19 and 2019/20 years but a prudent estimate has been provided for. 

 
4. Estimate 2020/21

4.1 Work is ongoing to calculate the 2020/21 estimated business rates yield. This estimate 
will be calculated using the latest rateable value, the impact of changes in the rate 
poundage, the latest estimates of the appeals provision, collection rate data and the 
impacts of any relief. This will be reported as part of the NNDR 1 Non Domestic Rating 
Return to be submitted to MHCLG. This is an important part of the council’s budget 
planning process and therefore it is requested that the Chief Finance Officer is given 
delegated approval to certify and submit this return.

4.2 In 2020/21 Salford will continue to be part of the 100% rates retention pilot scheme that 
operates across Greater Manchester.    

5. Recommendation

5.1 That a surplus of £2.001m be declared as the estimated Collection Fund balance as at 
31st March 2020 in respect of the business rates retention scheme. This will result in the 
following distributions being made in 2020/21:

£M
Salford City Council 1.981
GMCA (fire and rescue functions) 0.020
Total 2.001

5.2 That delegated approval be granted to the Chief Finance Officer to approve the business 
rates estimate for 2020/21 and to notify the respective amounts to be distributed to the 
council, government and GMCA (in relation to their fire and rescue functions). 

Joanne Hardman
Chief Finance Officer
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KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Budget Strategy

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium – it is the seventh year of the BRRS and third of the 100% 
rates retention pilot. The potential cost of outstanding appeals is still an extremely volatile area 
and could continue to have a substantial impact on the ultimate balance. However, some 
detailed historical evidence has been gathered which does provide some reassurance as to 
the accuracy of certain assumptions made in the estimate. The Collection Fund will continue to 
be closely monitored during the year and will be reviewed at outturn 2019/20. The difference 
between the actual surplus or deficit at that stage will be factored in to future estimated 
balance calculations.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Melinda Edwards, Principal Lawyer

The Local Government Finance Act 1988 (as amended by the Local Government Finance Act 
2012) provides for the operation of the non-domestic rates retention system through the 
Council's Collection Fund.  In that regard, the Non-Domestic Rating (Rates Retention) 
Regulations 2013 provide for the calculation of the surplus or deficit. The amount is to be 
estimated by 31st January in the preceding year and is to be apportioned in accordance with 
the provisions of the relevant legislation and, in the Council's case, the 100% non-domestic 
rates retention pilot.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Supplied by: Chris Hesketh, Head of Financial Management

 A £2.001m surplus declaration as the fund balance means that additional distributions will be 
made to the council’s general fund and GMCA (fire) in 2020/21. 

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: N/A

There are no procurement implications contained within the report.

HR IMPLICATIONS: N/A 

Not Applicable

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:

Not Applicable

CONTACT OFFICER: David Eden Tel. no. 793 3228 or e-mail david.eden@salford.gov.uk

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE (S): All
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Part 1 - Open to the Public ITEM NO.

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND CORPORATE 
BUSINESS

TO THE LEAD MEMBER FOR FINANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES 

ON 6 January 2020

TITLE: Sundry Debtor Write Off –Quarter 3

RECOMMENDATIONS: That the lead member approves the write off of sundry debts 
to the value of £49,879.63

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  The council raises over £200m of income through the 
sundry debt system each financial year. Whilst every attempt is made to recover the 
debt there will inevitably be circumstances whereby a small element of this debt will 
become irrecoverable.  The council has budget provision to cover the cost of debts 
written off. 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Detailed list of invoices to be written off (not 
available to the public)

KEY DECISION: YES / NO

DETAILS:

1. It is proposed to write-off a number of sundry debtor accounts that are 
considered to be irrecoverable. The recovery process includes a range of 
actions which are applied to individual cases as appropriate and can include 
some or all of the following :-

 Reminder notice 18 days after the due date
 Final notice 32 days after the due date
 Suspension of service if appropriate
 Debt recovery passed on to external debt recovery agency
 High level debt referred to the Litigation Team for county court action
 Use of bailiffs for commercial rent arrears
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2. The value of the debts proposed for write-off is £49,879.63. The total value of 
sundry debtor invoices raised during this financial year, as at 18/12//19, is 
£199,715,241.12. This write-off therefore represents 0.03% of the debt.

3. The proposed write-off is classified as follows:-

Reason £ No.
01 Absconders 0 0
02 Bankrupt 0 0
03 Deceased 14,743.29 13
04 Liquidation 10,736.83 12
05 In Receivership 0.00 0
06 Exceptional Circumstances 0.00 0
07 Insufficient evidence 0.00 0
08 Irrecoverable 3,293.59 15
09 Statute barred 0.00 0
10 Uneconomical 2,148.76 15
11 Irrecoverable after Legal action 18,957.16 10
12 No response from Department 0.00 0

49,879.63 65

4. There have been exhaustive attempts to collect these sundry debts and they 
are now found to be irrecoverable for a variety of reasons including, but not 
limited to; liquidation, absconders, companies that have ceased trading, 
bankruptcy, customers who are deceased, uneconomical to collect and 
irrecoverable after court action.

5. The write-off for sundry debts will be charged to the Provision for Bad Debts 
that currently stands at £4,322,490 (prior to this write-off). 

6. The write-off of debts to the value of £49,879.63 is recommended.  A detailed 
list of all the invoices proposed for write-off is available to the Lead Member for 
Finance and Support Services.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Budget Strategy, Internal Sundry Debt Write-Off Policy

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: In reviewing all write offs 
individual circumstances are assessed before bringing forward recommendations. 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  Low
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LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: legal advice has been obtained on each of the individual 
cases where the assessment has resulted in court action.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Chris Hesketh– Head of Financial 
Management

There is adequate provision for the sundry debt write offs from the councils provision 
for bad debt. The provision is reviewed on an annual basis to ensure that the 
provision is set at an appropriate level.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Not applicable

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Not applicable
 

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:  Directorates are consulted on specific 
write offs where appropriate. 

CONTACT OFFICER: Chris Hesketh – Head of Financial Management
TEL NO: 0161 778 0214

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES:  
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